
IMIAHANAGAR TELEPHONE NIGAM LIMITED 
OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, EASTERN COURT ND-01 

NOTICE REGARDING HIGHER PENSION UNDER SCHEME EPS 95. MTNL Delhi Unit has received about 3100 higher pension forms out of which approximately 2350 are of retired and 750 are of working employees. While processing the Joint option forms under higher pension scheme following errors are observed: 
1. Several Retired applicants have not furnished their "date of leaving EPS" in the EPFO portal while applying online, such cases are mainly observed for those who have retired under VRS 2019 while submitting their joint option forms for higher pension. This is resulting in mismatch of data while uploading their wage details. 

A 

NO: -STA-II/EPS-95/HIGHER PENSION/2023/ 
Dated at New Delhi The oJune 2023 

2. Some Retired applicants have entered their "date of leaving EPS" as the date of completion of 60 years of age, whereas as per EPFO, date of leaving is available in PPO Part(A). 3. Some retired applicants have submitted their date of joining EPS as their date of appointment in DOT, which is resulting in mismatch of data. Whereas in such case date of joining in EPS shall be date of absorption in MTNL for DOT recruited employees and Date of joining in MTNL for MTNL recruited employees. This data is available in the PPO Part(A). 
Because of these errors the authorize signatory would not be able to approve the cases due to data mismatch in joint options form for higher pension under EPS 95. 
All above categories of applicants are requested/advised to kindly correct these errors in online application, which can be only done by deleting the already submitted applications and by reapplying with the correct data. The "date of joining EPS" and "date of leaving EPS" should be taken as per PPO part(A) or as defined above. 

Copy to: 

It may be clarified that in the case of any data mismatch the employer/authorized signatory would not be in position to approve the joint declaration forms. Hence, it would be in the 
best interest of the employee to check their online higher pension forms for such errors and correct them positively by 26/06/2023 i.e the last date prescribed by EPFO for submission 
of higher pension forms. 

The list of applicants having error in their online higher pension forms is being generated on daily basis and will be uploaded on the MTNL Intranet and also in MTNL Website i.e. 
mtnldelhi.in. The applicants can check the list and do the needful as instructed above. 

This has got the approval of competent authority. 

1. Director(HR & EB) MTNL. 

3. GM(HR & Admin) CO ,MTNL 
2. Executive Director, MTNL,New Delhi for kind information please. 

(SUNIL KUMAR SINGH) 
Authorized Signatory of MTNL for EPFO 

4 All GMS. MTNL,New Delhi for giving wide circulation to all the employees under their units. 
5. GM(IT) unit for updating the list in MTNL Website on daily basis. 

8. Office copy. 

General Secretary MTNL Mazdoor Sangh, T-28-A, Atul Grove Road, New Delhi for givina 
wide circulation to the employees through their Union platform. 

- Al Authorized Unions /AssoCiations Tor giving wide circulation to the employees through 
their Union platform. 
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